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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Various floods 

Usually, various kinds of floods are distinguished based on the origin or on the main processes. Basically, the 
cause of the flood can be overflow over the banks of the main channel, direct runoff or failure of a levee or other 
structure. Flash floods are typical of steep beds and / or high intensity rainfalls. In mountain areas, they can be 
associated to debris flows or highly concentrated bed load. In urban areas, they often follow the reduction of 
infiltration and of drainage network. All these kinds of floods could have their parameters modified because of 
climate change but effects will be obviously varied in terms of consequences. 

1.2. Laws and floods 

In France, floods constitute most part of the damages linked to natural risks. Thus, in the 1970s, a system of 
public funding was set up to make easier the reimbursement of damages by insurance companies. At the same 
time, measures to reduce the impact of floods develop including protection works and risk mapping. Two kinds 
of maps were set. The atlas of historical floods aims at informing people of past events that are in some way 
similar to the ones that will occur. With the same objective, some municipalities increase the number of signs or 
information places in which inhabitants can be warned of past floods. 
 The other documents are the maps showing the existing risks. Law changes several times but nowadays 
Central Government carried out flood studies in the main river basins in order to set Plans for Mitigating Flood 
Risks (abbreviated in PPRI in French). These PPRI include a flood hazard map and a flood risk map. In case of 
river overflow, the flood hazard map is set for the discharge hydrograph of the more catastrophic historical flood 
or, if peak discharge is higher, the theoretical flood of return period equal to 100 years (MATE and METL, 
1999). For other causes of flood, this latter return period remains also an objective although calculation methods 
can be different. Because levees protecting from river floods are more than 8000 kilometres long in France 
(http://bardigues.aix.cemagref.fr), special treatment is planned for levee breaching. The additional hazard caused 
by the levee failure is also mapped to prevent building too close to the levee. Taking into account also stakes, the 
hazard map is transformed in a flood risk map with a few types of flooded areas: for instance, the main channel 
with high velocities during flood will be distinguished from retention areas with high flow depth in which 
buildings can be found. In each kind of area, specific rules are set up, for instance, to stop urban development or 
permit it with special construction rules. 
 The use of the reference to the 100 year return period was always at the origin of some questions about the 
method to calculate such flood. The number of measured years at gauging stations is often less than 100 years 
and sometimes only 20 or 30 years. Thus determining the 100 year flood discharge is highly uncertain. 

1.3. Climate change and floods  

Considering the calculation or estimate of reference discharges, climate change added some questions about the 
hypothesis of stationarity that was present in most of the hydrological classical methods. This question of 
stationarity was not a new one because the change of land use and particularly urbanization already raised this 
question. For instance, in Yzeron basin (a research experimental basin about 130 km2 near Lyon, France), the 
increase of flood discharges from the 1970s to the 1990s was attributed (Radojevic, 2002) to the increase of 
urban areas (6 % to 19 %) rather than to the increase of rainfall.  
 In France, (Renard et al., 2009) studied a lot of hydrometric stations that show long series of observations. 
After selection of the stations that do not show any abnormal behaviour, trends were studied. Although no 
general trend can be pointed out, a slight increase of maximal annual flow can be noticed for North Eastern 
France which means that apart this latter result, the hydrological variations of floods from one year to the other 
one were higher than the variations due to the climatic trend. Conclusions on the consequences of global change 
(both climatic and land use changes) should take into account this variability. More over, global change has 
effects on the whole hydrological cycle and by this way indirect effects on floods. Change in land use of the 
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whole river basin (for instance because summers are warmer) has direct effect on runoff but also on the 
sedimentary inputs and the morphological features through the sediment balance. 
 This integration of the effects of global change (more relevant than only climate change for future policies) is 
to be planned when defining the rules that will apply when complementing PPRI to reach European standards. In 
fact, European Flood Directive (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/flood_risk/) will be the frame for future 
approach of flood risk in France and in the other countries of the European Union. Three steps are planned: 

In 2011, identify the river basins at risk of flooding 
In 2013, draw up flood risk maps for three levels of floods (usual, medium (return period about 100 
years), extreme). 
In 2015, establish flood risk management plans focused on prevention, protection and preparedness. 

 In parallel to the European Flood Directive, the European Water Framework Directive insists on the Good 
State of the Water Bodies, which implies an equilibrium that depends of climatic parameters. For both directives, 
it is thus important to clarify the objectives in relation with future climatic trends and the key parameters such as 
land use of the basin that are connected with these latter trends. If the question is a general one, some areas are 
more sensitive to a slight change in hydraulic conditions.  
 To illustrate these latter aspects, we select the cases of a flat flood plain protected by levees (lower Agly. 
River) and an urban area (Vieux Port in the city of Marseille) that is often flooded from high intensity rainfalls. 

2. AGLY RIVER CASE  

2.1. Presentation of the studied area 

The high flood that occurred in the southern part of France near the Spanish Border in November 1999 was one 
of the highest of the 20th century in the lower reach of Agly River. The coastal area received rainfalls between 
200 and 400 mm during less than 24 hours. 
 In Rivesaltes, the main city of this plain, the peak discharge reached about 2000 m3/s, which is as high as the 
historical 1940 flood. This discharge was higher than the conveyance of the main channel between the levees in 
the lower reach. The levees and the channel widening carried out in the 1970’s were designed for a discharge of 
1250 m3/s and may accommodate a discharge of about 1500 m3/s without freeboard. 
 In November 1999, several overflows occurred along the levees. These overflows were the cause of the 
flooding of large areas but generally only with a few centimetres of water. However, one of these overflows was 
the origin of a breach that suddenly released a 2 metres high wave that destroyed a sewage plant in Saint Laurent 
de la Salanque. This breach, which lowered the water levels in the downstream reach of the main channel, 
avoided other breaches by reducing or stopping the overflows. 
 These events demonstrated the vulnerability of the inhabited areas, although the levees protect them. From a 
more general point of view, the high rate of increase of the population in the areas protected by the levees is a 
sign of the failure of a strategy which aims at building structures which guarantees safety till a project discharge 
and does not take into account higher discharges and complementary risks. In the case of the lower reach of Agly 
River, more than 20,000 inhabitants are concerned. 

2.2. Hydrodynamic modelling 

In order to simulate flooding of this area, 2-D hydrodynamic modelling using the code Rubar 20 was performed 
(Paquier et al., 2002). Two meshes were successively built. The first one (8848 cells) rely on a calibration of the 
main channel conveyance using the 1992 flood event that passed bankful in most part of the area. The part 
played by the structures enabling the flow through the embankments that cross the flood plain (highway A9, 
railway line, etc) was quite well understood. However, the mesh was not refined enough to represent the 
variability of the main channel (cross sections) due to three factors: 

Deposits in the main channel occurred along the years and were vegetated. 
Sediment transport during the 1999 flood completely modified some cross sections because of either 
erosion or deposition. 
Blockage of flow evacuation to the sea occurred following deposition of debris on structures and rise of 
sea level reinforced by wind.  

 Thus a more detailed grid (18568 cells) was set up permitting to simulate overflow in a more realistic way. 
The elevation of the crest of the levees was a main factor but sediment transport or, in other words, geometry and 
conveyance of the main channel during the flood was also key factor. 
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Figure 1. Computational grid (8848 cells): the numbers indicate the hydraulic structures, the map is north 
oriented. 
 
 In Saint Laurent, the modelling of the breach in the levee supposed a very rapid opening (corresponding to 
the related 2 metres high wave) with the full cross section of the breach as measured (about 40 m wide and 3 m 
high) and a relatively low Manning coefficient (0.02). The peak discharge through the breach was estimated to 
170 m3/s. Other modelling by a hydraulic structure, either a weir (from the time of the failure) or a specific 
structure modelling a progressive breaching, provided very similar results. After calibration, the water levels 
remain low, which may be related to the presence (before the opening of the breach) of a few centimetres of 
water from rain and from infiltration through (or below) the levees; the wind (from South East, with an average 
velocity of about 20 m/s) also may have raised the level by a few centimetres in this relatively large inundated 
area. 

2.3. Questions linked to climate change 

Flooding processes and particularly overflow and breaching are very sensitive to all the parameters that influence 
water elevation along the main channel. The choice of a design flood is thus essential. In Agly flood plain, the 
100 year flood with peak discharge similar to the one of 1999 flood was selected. Taking into account climate 
change would mean a change in this design flood but this change should also consider the sediment transport 
impact and its consequences on the morphology of the main channel, the sea level rise, the wind parameters, etc. 

3. MARSEILLE CASE 

3.1. Presentation of the studied area 

In the Mediterranean coast of France, at fall, severe storms can generate rainfall intensities of more than 100 mm 
during one hour. Because such events are rather rare, the drainage or sewage networks are not designed to 
convey the corresponding discharges. Thus, in dense urban areas, the streets become rivers during a few hours. 
For instance, in Marseille, such an event occurs in September 2000 causing severe damages near the Vieux Port 
(city centre). To study flood hazard, the basin (about 2 km from West to East and 3 km from North to South) 
including this area is modelled to obtain the hydrodynamic parameters (water depth and velocity). The slopes are 
very steep with the peak elevation close to 120 m (Fig. 2), which means specific care to model the flows (Mignot 
et al., 2006). 
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Figure 2. Ground elevation of the basin of Vieux Port (with the street network in grey). 

3.2. Rainfall simulator and hydrodynamic modelling 

Hydrodynamic model is directly fed with inputs representing rainfall. A rainfall simulator produced these inputs. 
The simulator is based of the turning band simulation technique. The simulation of precipitation fields is build as 
a composite, with one field of nonzero precipitation multiplied by one field of binary rainfall indicator function. 
The nonzero precipitation is simulated according to the observed distribution of non-zero precipitation (usually 
one with a strong dissymmetry, like a GPA, Inverse Gaussian, gamma or log-normal). The indicator field is 
obtained thresholding an independently simulated Gaussian field.  
 The simulation approach makes an explicit distinction between the perceived time-series relevant to fixed 
locations at ground level like rain gauges or sub basins, and the simulated rainfall field subject to atmospheric 
advection. As we assume that rainfall-generating processes are simpler to describe at the cloud level we 
technically come to simulate along backtracks. Advection is described as a horizontal incompressible field.  
 The method to make the inference of parameters is based on the integrative properties of random field. Given 
a basic point structure for both the indicator and the non-zero precipitation fields, the combination of them, 
aggregated over a given duration, has some known properties deduced from field observations. 
 For Marseille case, the information concerning the rainfalls consists in a series of 24 rain gauges (over about 
20 years) that are distributed over the whole area of the municipality of Marseille. The parameters of the rainfall 
simulator are calibrated to take into account the variability of the rainfall and the main advection direction. Using 
the calibrated rainfall simulator, several possible rainfall events are constituted; each one provides - on every rain 
gauge - the same amount of rainfall as registered every six minutes. For the September 2000 event, one of these 
possible events is illustrated on Figure 3 for a six-minute period near the first peak of the rainfall.  
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Figure 3. Rainfall during six minutes at 6:12 p.m. on September 19, 2000 provided by one run of the rainfall 
simulator (Centre of Marseille municipality).  
 
Figure 4 compares the rainfall spatially averaged on the Vieux Port basin for various runs of the simulator; the 
31 runs show variability around 50% in rainy time steps (>1 mm over 6 minutes) although, at the rain gauge 
located in the basin, they provide exactly the same amount (close to 200 mm for the whole event). One of these 
runs (in bold on Fig. 4) was randomly selected to be used as input to hydrodynamic models. 
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Figure 4. Reconstructed rainfall of September 19, 2000 (spatial average over the Vieux Port Basin). 31 runs set, 
the selected one shown in bold.  
 
Rainfall reaches the streets, the roofs of the buildings, the yards, etc. In the hydrodynamic modelling, we choose 
to represent only the street network that covers about one third of the whole area. A simple way is to consider the 
parcel blocks totally impervious and to distribute the rainfall input homogeneously over the street around each 
block. But alternatively, the analysis of urban database permits (Rodriguez et al. 2003) to attribute the 
corresponding roof rainfall input to different street locations considering also the infiltration into green areas or 
to sewage network. Note that considering the high intensity of the rainfall on September 2000, at Marseille, 
sewage network is considered to have been full rapidly and thus can be neglected at the peak of the flood.  
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 The flow propagation along the streets is modelled using 2-D shallow water equations (code Rubar 20 as 
presented in (El Kadi Abderrezzak et al., 2006)) on a regular mesh formed of quadrilaterals and triangles with a 
mean cell size of 5 meters (leading to about 72,000 cells on the whole Vieux Port basin). 
 Resulting peak water depths are low on the slopes and in the places in which no water can accumulate. On 
the eastern and southern parts of the Vieux Port, peak water depths are generally between 0.5 and 1 m but can go 
beyond in local depressions. These results agree with observations collected from citizen interviews or videos. 
Velocities can be also high (>2 m/s) in a few steep main streets. 

3.3. Questions linked to climate change 

Comparison between calculations using uniform rainfall (from the rain gauge) and varied rainfall (from the 
simulator) shows (Paquier et al., 2009) that the differences can be about 0.1 m in a wide area. The differences 
can be even higher at specific times because the two peaks are moved.  
 Thus, using the rainfall simulator can provide more realistic flooding but permits also to deal with climate 
change by modifying the parameters to represent rainfall trends for the future. Then, the effect of the variability 
of rainfall can be easily compared to the effect of climate change in terms of floods parameters. Of course, the 
change in downstream conditions due to an eventual rise of sea level (in the harbour) can also be integrated in 
the hydrodynamic modelling. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The example of Agly lower flood plain emphasizes that the eventual change in flood discharges could be one 
among other factors of the changes in flood risk. The main factor remains the type of land use: in the last 50 
years, vulnerability increases a lot because of the development of urbanization mainly in connection with 
recreation activities or because of the proximity of a large city (Perpignan). This trend together with climate 
change effects on hydrological and morphological parameters could lead to a new design of flood protection 
because people cannot bear an increasing risk. The solutions can be higher levees but also defining new 
structures such as diversion channels or measures in the upstream basin. Of course, reducing vulnerability could 
be a very efficient alternative. 
 In Marseille, the rainfalls analysis permits to calibrate a rainfall simulator that directly feeds the 
hydrodynamic model. Thus, using the same approach and passing to a rainfall analysis in a non-stationary 
approach could permit to study the effects of climate change. Beyond, the reorganization of urban areas also 
necessary to adapt to other consequences of climate change could be used to decide measures to mitigate floods. 
 All the aspects met in the latter two cases are more general. They emphasize that any measure (for instance, 
in order to meet the requirements of the European Flood Directive) should take into account the eventual trend 
induced by climate change. This climate change should be expressed in terms of rainfall distribution (space and 
time) and of river discharge chronicle but land use evolution will be a key factor to estimate evolution of flood 
risk. 
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